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INTRODUCTION

Press TV, Iran's government-run English language
satellite news network, has emerged as the Iranian
government's primary propaganda tool to promote a
wide range of pernicious anti-Semitic conspiracy
theories in English to a worldwide audience.
Operated by Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting
(IRIB), a significant amount of Press TV programing
provides a platform for American anti-Semites,
conspiracy theorists and Holocaust deniers, who help
amplify the Iranian regime's hateful messages.
The station not only misleadingly presents these
hatemongers as serious and credible “experts” or
“analysts” on international economic and political
issues, but also enables their bigoted perspectives to
reach a significant new audience.
Launched in 2007 and based in Tehran, the station is
broadcast in North America, Europe, the Middle East,
Asia and parts of Africa and Latin America via a
number of satellite television providers.

Press TV’s reporting on the 2015 shootings in Paris at Charlie Hebdo
and a kosher market

In addition to promoting classic anti-Semitic myths of global Jewish domination, Press TV presents a pervasively
negative perspective on Western society, emphasizing what it views as the West's imperialism, faltering
economies, lack of justice, political corruption and racial and class divisions.
Its programs, interviews, and articles are available on the network's website and further distributed through
social media, including on Facebook and Twitter.
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In July 2013, Press TV sought to
further expand its viewership by
live streaming its content on
YouTube. ADL contacted YouTube
to inform them that the content
on Press TV may violate their
terms of service, also noting that
providing such communication
services may be viewed as
violating the Iran Sanctions Act.
YouTube subsequently disabled
Press TV’s ability to live stream
their content.
Although YouTube disabled Press
TV’s live stream after ADL
exposed it, Hispan TV, Press TV’s
th
David Duke during a phone interview on Press TV on the 11 anniversary of 9/11 in 2012
Spanish-language sister-station,
similarly started live streaming its
content from the station’s YouTube account, and was subsequently shut down after YouTube was alerted.
The content broadcast on Press TV provides insight into the mindset of the Iranian regime, which not only
continues its aggression on the nuclear issue, but also maintains its belligerent position toward Israel, Jews and
the West.
This report includes descriptions of the anti-Semitic themes promoted on Press TV as well as information on who
appears on Press TV.
ANTI-SEMITIC THEMES

Below is a sampling of the anti-Semitic themes frequently broadcast on Press TV and featured on its website
from 2012 through April 2015. These themes fall into five major categories of classic anti-Jewish conspiracy
theories.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Allegations of Zionist Control over World Events
Allegations of "Israeli Lobby" Control of America
Allegations of Excessive Jewish/Zionist Influence as a Result of Disproportionate Wealth
Allegations of "False Flag" Conspiracy Theories
Allegations that Israel is Committing a "Holocaust" in Gaza
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Allegations of Zionist Control over World Events

The following statements made on Press TV allege
that Zionists control, manipulate, and/or exploit world
events through a global Jewish conspiracy. These
theories, echoing age-old anti-Semitic canards, claim
that Jews are somehow responsible for all that is
wrong in the world through their control of the
media, politics and other sectors.


“The American people are increasingly sick of
[Jewish control] they’re sick of the pack of
Mike Harris, who has ties to neo-Nazis, presented as an expert on
lies that all of this is based on, they’re sick of Press TV in 2012
the Israeli control of their foreign policy and
their government and their news media.”

Mark Dankof, “Americans ‘sick’ of neoconservative Zionists: Analyst,” March 31, 2015


“These more cunning Zionist extremists think that war might upset their apple cart, but they are still
moving toward the same objective, that is the expansion of Israel, the destruction of the Palestinians,
the destruction of the rights of all the nations of the world and a subservience to a Zio-globalist
economy, the Zio-globalist government.”

David Duke, “Zionists know war with Iran can upset their applecart: Ex-US state lawmaker,” March 19, 2015


“The Zionists created ISIL and sent it to fight Muslims and Christians in Syria and Iraq. And that is why
the Zionists are attacking Syria in support of ISIL. New World Order Zionism is also targeting the USA for
destruction. The Zionist bankser elite staged a coup d'état on September 11th, 2001 aimed at turning
the USA into a police state – and sending American military forces to the Middle East to smash Israel's
enemies into pieces.”

Kevin Barrett, “Zionist NWO murders Iranian general, American filmmaker,” January 20, 2015


“…Zionist pre-emptive murderers excel at ‘killing the future.’ Other examples include the 22 July 2011
assassinations in Oslo, Norway of the entire youth wing leadership of the Norwegian Labor Party. A
team of Zionist-liked professional killers executed a total of 77 people, while Zionist-freemasonic assets
in the Norwegian police and military stood by.”
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Kevin Barrett, “Zionist NWO murders Iranian general, American filmmaker,” January 20, 2015


“Al-Qaeda, ISIS, al-Nusra Front — they are all outgrowths of the same poisonous American-Zionist
imperial tree.”

Brandon Martinez, “Analyst wonders whether Cahrlie Hebdo [sic] massacre was staged,” January 13, 2015


“To their every misery Americans trace Zionist Jews in America and Israel at the root. They see miniscule
population of American Zionist Jews determining, dominating, and controlling every aspect of their lives
- social, moral, political, judicial and economic.”

M.I. Bhat, “American Zionists incubating another Hitler,” November 9, 2013


“I think the world now is seeing Zio-hypocrisy in all of its glory, in all of its clarity and the Zio-media does
not know exactly how to handle it because they do not like this process. It is not simply the government
of United States that they dominate in terms of our policies. They dominate our media, they dominate
the campaign financing the Republican Democratic Party, they dominate the finances of the country, the
World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and of course the Federal Reserve which impacts every
currency in the world.”

David Duke, “Netanyahu, world’s biggest hypocrite: David Duke,” October 2, 2013


“This report *the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report+ is part of Zionist fear-mongering to
control the world. Just like 9/11 they brought down tower number 7; their false allegations against Iran
and their allies; and this is a batch of lies.”

Rodney Shakespeare, “Global warming scam, Zionist scaremongering to control world: Analyst,” September 28,
2013


“It is no coincidence that Israel works so closely with Hollywood the way she does. She understands that
perception or control of perception is 90 percent of the battle and this is how once again she will
continue to steal more lands and to abuse more human rights as by controlling the perception.”

Mark Glenn, “Israel has no plan for peace: Mark Glenn,” July 26, 2013


“This was a sham from the beginning. Zimmerman is of Jewish decent…Certain ethnic groups in America
have more power than others.”

Randy Short, “Zimmerman verdict exposes US judicial corruption: Randy Short,” July 14, 2013
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“Meanwhile the Jewish cabal flourishes…Too many pro-Israel MPs speak and act as if they’d rather wave
the Israeli flag than the Union Jack. These ‘Israel-firsters’ never condemn the regime’s illegal
occupation...They lock Britain (and British foreign policy) into Israel’s sickening ambitions and
immorality. Defending the indefensible, as they do, inevitably raises questions for our national security,
a deadly serious issue given the sheer number of Zionists now in British public life and the enemies they
have made across the world, and continually provoke.”

Stuart Littlewood, “Who’s at the top of Britain’s Tory Party?” July 11, 2013


“Why do all these wars and everything else happen? Well I am not going to write a paragraph on this.
Everything is already mentioned and is as clear as water. I would rather prefer to write a single
sentence. All this happens to flourish a minute racist entity: the Zionist state of Israel.”

Arif Hussain, “Dirty Zionist game in Syria and steadfast Syrian army,” June 25, 2013


“It was Chertoff’s job, while Secretary of DHS, to place all law enforcement, counter-terrorism, and
domestic surveillance operations under Israeli control. This was done by directing all contracts to Israeli
companies, all equipment, all training, and full access to all intelligence databases…All Americans
involved in legislative and policy areas, defense, intelligence, law enforcement, and counter-terrorism
efforts were taken to Israel for indoctrination. Tens of thousands made the trip.”

Gordon Duff, “US most obvious false flag attack yet,” April 20, 2013


“The answer is that Western foreign policy in the Middle East is controlled by Zionist Israel which wants
every Islamic society and every Arab state smashed into pieces.”

Rodney Shakespeare, “Zionist lunacy taking world to hell in handbasket,” April 11, 2013


“For decades, the Jewish Mafia has been reengineering the nation’s institutional infrastructure in order
to wage a political and economic war exclusively against Americans of White, Christian, European
ancestry. Black pride, Mexican pride and Asian pride are emphasized and encouraged in the school
system. In contrast, White Americans are discouraged from developing a sense of pride and self-worth.
Under the rule of the Jewish Mafia, America’s educational establishment is now teaching students that
race does not exist.”

Mike Stathis, “Jewish Mafia tied to death in America,” January 3, 2013


"We have had a Zionist-controlled Hollywood, a Zionist-controlled news media that is the conduit to all
of these violence, these imagery,[sic] into every home in America and so you wonder why there is a culture of violence? It is because it comes from the Jews in Hollywood. That is where the conduit of violence comes from. That is the source of it."
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Mike Harris, "The Zionist-controlled Western
media fueling culture of violence," December
18, 2012


"The USA's foreign policy, its media and
its political structures are completely
corrupted by, and infected with,
Zionism."

Rodney Shakespeare, "CIA, Mossad staged 9/11
to further the Zionist agenda," December 15,
2012


"Israelis always have their proxies draft
legislation. It is their way of reminding
everybody in Congress who runs the
show on their issues… But it is the least
known as our media and academia are
afraid to whisper a word about it. They
have strings on them, also."

Anti-Semite Mark Dankof on Press TV in 2015.

Jim Dean, "Zionist fingerprints all over US-led Iran sanctions," December 3, 2012


"For over six decades, a stranglehold on pop culture, movies, television, movies, even the American
Congress… all have provided cover and deception for genocide… The tendrils that stretch from Tel Aviv
have shown themselves of late…"

Gordon Duff, "Strike on Gaza, Netanyahu's swan song of rage," November 16, 2012


"The Likud crime mob that orchestrated and carried out 9/11 owns not only the Romney campaign and
the US federal courts, but most of the big US and global media as well. It isn't just that the people who
own and run the media tend to be Jewish and pro-Zionist."

Kevin Barrett, "Killers of Americans run Romney campaign, US courts and media," October 6, 2012


"The film [The Innocence of Muslims+…is devoid of any cinematic technicality and those involved in the
film are a bunch of paid hate-mongers in service of Zionism…*the creator+ is a trained Mossad agent
tasked with pushing ahead a dangerous agenda.
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Ismail Salami, "Sinister September: Zionist anti-Islam plot simmering," September 15, 2012


"With the web collapsing around Tel Aviv and the maniac [Netanyahu] unlikely to die outside a bunker
as his enemies close in around him, Netanyahu still has his hands on the strings that control puppets
around the world, the press, entertainment industry, key world leaders, the list is considerable as is his
ability to do evil as this week has shown."

Gordon Duff, "Zionists, NATO real culprit behind anti-Islam plots," September 14, 2012


"I have videos on the whole war on Iraq and how the Zionists orchestrated and created this war in the
media, the government and international finance."

David Duke, "Zionist fingerprints all over 9/11 attacks," September 11, 2012


"Western media have ratcheted up an anti-Iran campaign at the behest of their Zionist masters…In line
with this satanic policy and in order to add fuel to fire, Reuters reported that 'Iran has stepped up work
to develop a nuclear warhead…'"

Ismail Salami, "Iran war: Countdown to Israel doomsday," August 13, 2012


"[The Olympics] unfold as the pro-Israeli lobby's activities lose disguise in front of people…the secret
powerful Zionist investors already dictate world economic and food policies, controlling presidents and
prime ministers and manipulate young generations of people through music, movie and sports
entertainments...The conspiracy thinkers believe that the 2012 Olympics is the Zionist-lobby's latest
target to invest and multiply on its power in the West."

Signed by BGH/SSM/HE, "UK Olympics under influence of Zionism," August 12, 2012


"Zionist-affiliated arms dealers, oil consortiums and bankers seek to overthrow the Syrian
government…to pave the way for an American and Israeli military attack against Iran."

Mark Dankof, "US, Israel plan Assad removal to hurt Iran: Analyst," July 28, 2012
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"…this extremely rich government of course is orchestrated by what I call the new world order which is
Zionist-controlled with Israel at its heart and it's Israel that are [sic] pulling the strings believe it or not
through the city of London."

Peter Eyre, "Zionists behind Saudi-Bahrain merger scheme," July 10, 2012


"This is an orchestrated attempt to destabilize a country by the US and its Israeli partner although
partner isn't really the word. I think master and slave is more the relationship these days."

Kevin Barrett, "Syria destabilization only serves Israeli right wing Likud extremist interests," July 7, 2012
Allegations of "Israeli Lobby" Control of America
Press TV often focuses on the perceived control of the American political system by American Jews and/or Israel
through Jewish and other organizations that lobby the American government for policies that are deemed
beneficial to the state of Israel.


“It is interesting that these senators, and I
would refer to them as the senators from
the Jewish lobby or the senators from
Israel, are basically acting in an
obstructionist manner…”

Rodney Martin, “Zionist senators attempting to
obstruct Iran talks: ex-US congressional staffer,”
March 5, 2015


“It is the Israel lobby to a large extent that
is responsible for this government shut
down. It is not just over Obamacare.”
Gordon Duff, a senior editor of the anti-Semitic and conspiratorial
Veterans Today, presented as a credible expert on Press TV in 2014

Gordon Duff, “Israel lobby responsible for US
shutdown: Gordon Duff,” October 1, 2013


“*Israel+ loves the image of having this great super power basically strolling around town like a
dog on a leash with Israel holding onto that leash. All of this of course is something that is done
in a wink wink nod nod fashion between the United States and Israel.”

Mark Glenn, “US suckles Israel USD 30 million a day: Mark Glenn,” August 9, 2013
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“The fact of the matter is that whether you’re looking at American or European support for these
sanctions against Iran, Israel and the Jewish lobby are behind it all. They are the driving force behind
what’s happened up to this point…I will simply remind people of who has a disproportionate control,
moneywise and power-wise, of both the American presidential elections and American senatorial and
congressional elections. It’s clearly the Israeli lobby.”

Mark Dankof, “Only war satisfies Israel lobby in US: Mark Dankof,” August 4, 2013


"Well, as a US citizen, I would have to warn you not to expect very much from my country's government
which…is bought and paid for in full by Israeli interests within the United States."

Joe Catron, "Israel attacks, cries victim at opposition: Analyst," November 17, 2012


"Well, it appears to me that the United States is, as obviously as we know, co-opted by the Israeli lobby,
so is the United Nations and Israel is simply using the United States to buy what it wants..."

Mark Dankof, "Zionists seek to abuse US UNHRC place: Analyst," November 13, 2012


"This is suggestive of the kinds of forces that some of us think are very much involved in covering up the
truth about 9/11, and that includes a disproportionate power that the Israeli lobby has and that Jewish
interests have in the United States in our news media that keeps some of this stuff from being
discussed."

Mark Dankof, "Israeli regime orchestrated 9/11 attacks: Dankof, " October 16, 2012


"In the United States regardless of who wins this election... gridlock is going to facilitate the ongoing
control of the American political and economic process by the usual players, the bankers…the oil and
natural gas consortiums and other multinational corporations and the Israeli lobby."

Mark Dankof, "Israeli lobby ultimate winners of U.S. election: Analyst," September 4, 2012


"Israel's dual loyalty agents, as well as more fair-minded American Jewish voters, have historically
intimidated and influenced US presidents seeking reelection, especially those in a tight race, with
various financial and political threats and rewards."

Franklin Pierce Lamb, "Netanyahu to Obama on election: When we say jump, you say how high?" June 29, 2012


"To me, what is obvious is…the strength of the Israeli lobbies such as its impacts [sic] on domestic
politics in the United States through AIPAC and the Anti-Defamation League…This is the price you pay
for being president of the United States and having to deal with a lobby that can make or break you."
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Bruce Katz, "Israeli lobbies dominate US system: Analyst," June 15, 2012


"I wouldn't say Israel is running the US, I would say Jews in America are running the US. Israel is a
euphemism for that."

J. Bruce Campbell, "US complicit in USS Liberty, 9/11 attacks: Analyst," June 9, 2012
Allegations of Excessive Jewish/Zionist Influence as a Result of Disproportionate Wealth
Anti-Semitic claims that Jews control a disproportionate amount of wealth and exploit their financial advantage
can regularly be found on Press TV. While some individuals try to couch their anti-Semitic theories in more
neutral language, others are explicit, asserting that Jews control world financial markets and institutions.


“Who in the world doesn’t know American Congress and Senate, Governors and even City Mayors, are
totally and abjectly sold out, body and soul, to the American Zionists’ dollars much before they come to
occupy their exalted office positions.”

M.I. Bhat, “American Zionists incubating another Hitler,” November 9, 2013


“A lot has been said and written on the American Zionists’ control of the United States of America banks, Wall Street, media, Hollywood, markets, politicians, foreign policy, indeed the whole life of the
Americans.”

M.I. Bhat, “American Zionists incubating another Hitler,” November 9, 2013


“Where democracy itself has been reduced to mere competition in securing Jewish funding and
acceptance by Zionist media…”

M.I. Bhat, “American Zionists incubating another Hitler,” November 9, 2013


“Barack Delano Bush as a matter of fact, was publicly quoted in all the Israeli dailies in his last trip to
Israel, crediting Jewish money and Jewish lobby with having a disproportionate influence in Barack’s
election…When you look at the amount of Israeli money that continues to buy, the corporate money
that continues to buy Federal Elections at all levels; this I think is the context which we need to see what
is transpiring at this point.”

Mark Dankof, “Americans not beneficiary of US foreign policy: Mark Dankof,” June 29, 2013


“After 9/11, the US spent trillions of dollars waging wars whose only conceivable purpose was to protect
the Rothschild power base in Israel, and to enslave the US under a tidal wave of debt.”
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Kevin Barrett, “Detroit bankruptcy: American dream demise,” July 20, 2013


“Henry Ford correctly claimed that global investment banking was largely run by a few outlandishly rich
Jewish families.”

Kevin Barrett, “Detroit bankruptcy: American dream demise,” July 20, 2013


“The objectives of the Jewish Mafia include both Zionist and non-Zionist elements. Their main goal is to
extract all wealth from every nation and seize complete control of the entire world. Until Americans
come to acknowledge the role of the Jewish Mafia in the subversion of their nation, they will remain
enslaved indefinitely.”

Mike Stathis, “Jewish Mafia tied to death in America,” January 3, 2013


"The US dollar is not the US dollar. It's the Zionist dollar. The US dollar is issued by the Federal Reserve, a
private corporation owned by the biggest 'American' banks. But those banks are not really American.
The leading banksters [sic] who create American dollars out of nothing, backed by nothing, are
ethnically Jewish and primarily loyal to the state of Israel."

Kevin Barrett, "Now it's payback time! Why Obama should bust Netanyahu for 9/11," November 12, 2012


"[America's] foreign policy is driven by Israel, by the banks and by the multinational corporations, and by
the arms dealers, all of whom have a very symbiotic relationship with the Zionist Israel and what is
overwhelmingly and provingly [sic] a Jewish-dominated international banking system."

Mark Dankof, "Israeli-controlled businesses direct US foreign policy: Dankof," August 18, 2012


"*Romney is+ drowning in Jewish money… Romney *went to+ Tel Aviv to launder 'blood diamond' cash
from the cabal in Tel Aviv that pushed millions into Romney's pockets during his visit there."

Gordon Duff, "Romney's conundrum: Loved in Israel, hated by Jews," August 16, 2012


"I have worked in Wall Street...I am always asked whether I am Jewish, so I can take part in the social
networks on Wall Street…We have these vast, essentially ethnic networks on Wall Street…People have
written articles about them, but we are not allowed to talk about them...So we have to start looking at
the ethnic manipulation, the corruption, and conspiracy on Wall Street in a serious way."

Joachim Martillo, "Jews Behind the Collapse of the Financial System in the US and Worldwide: Analyst," June 26,
2012
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"We have both political and financial spheres that are totally funded and controlled by Zionist [sic] who
promote fraud and corruption as a norm."

Peter Eyre, "Anglo-Zionist financial conspiracy," May 5, 2012
Allegations of "False Flag" Conspiracy Theories
Press TV commentators have promoted the anti-Semitic notion that Jews plot and carry out violent attacks and
other tragic events and then lay blame on others in order to gain or sustain power. These examples accuse
Israel, either in collusion with the United States or on its own, of perpetrating the 9/11 attacks or other
operations and then pointing the finger at Islamic extremists in order to provide an excuse for war.


“The September 11, 2001 attacks in the United States were a Zionist ‘coup d'etat’ to seize power in the
country and launch a permanent war on Islam on
behalf of Israel…”

Kevin Barrett, “9/11 attack was Zionist coup d'etat to seize
power in US: Scholar,” February 17, 2015



“This was really set up by the Zionists, who actually
were the main force behind 9/11 and the Zionists
wanted to make sure that 9/11 could be used to
threaten Saudi Arabia and prevent it from leaving
the US imperial orbit and also to threaten Pakistan
and force Pakistan to acquiesce in the coming
invasion of Afghanistan.”

Anti-Semitic conspiracy theorist Kevin Barrett on Press TV
in 2012 on the anniversary of 9/11

Kevin Barrett, “9/11 attack was Zionist coup d'etat to seize power in US: Scholar,” February 17, 2015


“Using 9/11 false flag, although the American Zionist Jews and Israel have very successfully diverted
American fury against Muslims, but lately a large section of the population has started seeing through
the game…”

M.I. Bhat, “American Zionists incubating another Hitler,” November 9, 2013


“Israel has committed terrorism year after year, day after day in fact in all of the world assassinations,
murders. They have been involved in a course of lot of the bombings and everything in Iran itself and all
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over the Middle East and there is certainly a lot of evidence that Israel had a lot of foreknowledge at
least foreknowledge about 9/11. Their fingerprints are all over 9/11.”
David Duke, “Netanyahu, world’s biggest hypocrite: David Duke,” October 2, 2013


“Everything we’ve seen was based on Jewish lies designed to take over the Middle East and create
greater Israel, which was stretched from Egypt to Iran…This was the purpose of the Jewish attack on the
USS Liberty in 1967, the attacks of 9/11, 2001, and is the purpose of these bogus chemical attacks…”

J. Bruce Campbell, “Jewish lobby wants ‘greater Israel’ by wars against Syria, Iran,” September 10, 2013


“While Muslims worldwide are dissecting and assessing their political affiliations, the Zionist entity of
Israel is using such engineered confusion [in Syria] to inconspicuously carry out an aggression against
Islam of such magnitude that only a few have dared fathom it.”

Catherine Shakdam, “Zionists target al-Aqsa Mosque, the heart of Islam,” August 27, 2013


“‘Al-Qaeda’ is the name of a ragged hodge-podge of dupes and mercenaries. They terrorize Syrians on
behalf of the US and Israeli governments. And they terrorize Americans on behalf of the US and Israeli
governments.”

Kevin Barrett, “Global awakening to false-flag terrorism, Copernican revolution,” April 21, 2013


“What is so hateful about discussing the evidence that Israel did 9/11? Why is blaming Muslims okay?
Why the double-standard? The short answer: Because the ‘anti-hate groups’ are Zionist propaganda
operations. It isn't as if there is any evidence against the alleged Muslim perpetrators of 9/11… But the
so-called anti-hate groups don't care about evidence. All they care about is protecting Zionism.”

Kevin Barrett, “Zionists drown in their own hatred,” March 21, 2013


“This destruction of Muslims' heritage is part of the Zionist New World Order's attempt to destroy
everyone's heritage. The traditional identity of the United States, for example, has been systematically
undermined by the Rothschild-funded Zionist lobby, which has opened the doors to mass immigration,
waged a media war against traditional American identity and morality, denatured the American
currency and economy, launched a war on the American middle class, and demolished the US
Constitution in a series of actions culminating in the 9/11 coup d'état.”

Kevin Barrett, “Saudi war on Islam, Zionist war on humanity,” March 18, 2013


"You have to realize Israel has been operating death squads in the United States since Gabrielle Giffords
and Judge Roll were shot in Tuscan. There have been other incidents as the Colorado shooting, that was
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again Israeli death squads operating in the US… That is all it is about, it happens every time; it is Israelis
acting out and trying to revenge [sic] upon the United States."
Mike Harris, "The Zionist-controlled Western media fueling culture of violence," December 18, 2012


"The simplest thing would be to sit back and accept what we are told without examining who gains, who
loses and 'why now?' …Would Israel order the deaths of twenty tiny children to make a political point?
Have they done this before?"

Gordon Duff, "Israeli death squads involved in Sandy Hook bloodbath: Intelligence analyst," December 18, 2012


"Thus the world (and Americans in particular) is having to come to terms with the nasty evidence that, in
order to further Zionist interests by initiating a general war against Islam, the CIA and Mossad were
heavily involved in the murder of three thousand Americans."

Rodney Shakespeare, "CIA, Mossad staged 9/11 to further the Zionist agenda," December 15, 2012


"Anders Breivik…murdered 77 children, the families of those who stood for freedom and justice…Breivik
is what is known as a "Zionist."

Gordon Duff, "Strike on Gaza, Netanyahu's swan song of rage," November 16, 2012


"What I'm particularly afraid of is a false flag incident that Israel would use as a pretext for attacking Iran
with full American support. Something that could be pinned on Iran; that in fact would be undertaken by
the Israeli Mossad as I believe was the case with 9/11."

Mark Dankof, "Israeli rulers, Zionist fanatics," September 23, 2012


"There are Israeli fingerprints all over the whole 9/11 aspect…Israel has a long record of terrorism
against America…there are a lot of reasons that Israel wanted 9/11 to happen."

David Duke, "Zionist fingerprints all over 9/11 attacks: Analyst," September 11, 2012


"Israel had the motive, they had the means, they had the opportunity, they had the money, they had the
resources, they had the inside contacts and they had the people in the American media and the American government to cover it up [the 9/11 terror attacks] for them after the fact."
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Mark Dankof, "Zionists masterminded, co-plotted
9/11 attacks: Analyst," September 11, 2012


"If indeed there were actually a threat of
radical religious terrorism in the US, more
resources should be devoted to surveilling
[sic], bugging and harassing the Jewish
community than the Muslim community.
But we all know that that will never
happen. The whole thing is a hoax. It was
set off by the biggest hoax of all, the false
attack on 9/11 in which the Israeli Mossad
and its US assets, right up to the White
House, conspired in the controlled
A 2013 phone interview with David Duke on Press TV
demolition of the three World Trade Center
skyscrapers…"

Kevin Barrett, "US government violates American Constitution: Analyst" August 16, 2012


"The Washington Post, America's second most influential Zionist newspaper, reported on Thursday:
'Israeli and American officials have blamed… Hezbollah for the bombing.' Yet the Post article
acknowledged that Bulgarian officials had not even identified the bomber! This 'rush to judgment'
suggests that Israel, not Iran, is the probable author of the attack… the attack in question is almost
certainly a false-flag event."

Kevin Barrett, "Israel probable author of Bulgaria false flag operation," July 21, 2012


"The only people arrested on 9/11 were Israelis or American Jews. There were no Arab people arrested
on 9/11 and all these people who were arrested were returned quietly to Israel."

J. Bruce Campbell, "US complicit in USS Liberty, 9/11 attacks: Analyst," June 9, 2012


“We all know that 9/11 was an inside job involving not only Mossad, the CIA and many people in high
office…"

Peter Eyre, "Anglo-Zionist financial conspiracy," May 5, 2012
Allegations that Israel is committing a "Holocaust" in Gaza
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“There is the Zionist Israeli type, slavering and slobbering at the thought of killing somebody who is not
capable of seriously fighting back. This type, for example, is very good at killing defenseless Palestinians
and consists of Nazi fascists…And, making a really big effort to ensure that they really are exactly like the
German Nazis, the Zionist Israelis are implementing genocide in Palestine. This genocide is, admittedly,
so far, not as fast as that of the Nazis but - hey! - be fair, they’re only warming up, aren’t they?”

Rodney Shakespeare, “Zionists warm up to wage nuclear wars across Mideast,” April 17, 2013


"Israel's holocaust of innocents in Gaza has not sated the blood lust of its Zionist rulers… The artificial
illegal borders of Israel bequeathed by colonialists and expanded by colonizers should be henceforth
rejected and, yes, wiped off the map."

Finian Cunningham, "World has put up with Zionist apartheid for too long," November 21, 2012
WHO APPEARS ON PRESS TV?

The following individuals, including many
Americans, have been given a platform by Press TV
to spread their anti-Semitic and conspiratorial
world views.


Kevin Barrett is a columnist for the antiSemitic website Veterans Today, where he
has written that "the American people
have been bankrupted and bled dry by
hard line extremist Likudnik Zionists who
murdered 3000 Americans in the Twin
Towers on 9/11." Barrett is also a former
instructor at the University of WisconsinMadison who currently runs the Truth
Jihad website and internet radio show.

Image from a 2013 Press TV article titled “American Zionists incubating another Hitler”



J. Bruce Campbell is a Veterans Today columnist who has written articles on anti-Semitic conspiracy
theories of Jewish control ranging from the idea that "all Arab countries are secretly controlled by Israel"
to the premise that "the Jewish enclave appears to exert total power over the American military." He
has bizarrely argued that Jews control the US military "via homosexuality… for the purposes of mind
control." In his Veterans Today article "What was Hitler's Unforgivable Sin?" Campbell describes himself
a "Jew-fighter" whose motto is "Judaism must be destroyed."



Joe Catron is an American anti-Israel activist who is currently living in Gaza while volunteering with the
International Solidarity Movement. Catron supports Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) campaigns
against Israel and previously worked as an organizer with the US Campaign for the Academic and
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Cultural Boycott of Israel. While in Gaza for the past year, Catron has provided "eyewitness reporting"
and analysis that have been published by Electronic Intifada and Mondoweiss, two popular anti-Israel
blogs. He has also served as a Press TV correspondent in Gaza.


Finnian Cunnningham writes for Veterans News Now, a conspiratorial anti-Semitic website affiliated
with Veterans Today.



Jim Dean is the managing editor and a columnist for Veterans Today where he reprints his material from
Press TV and also publishes additional content alleging Israeli control over America.



David Duke is perhaps America's most well-known racist and anti-Semite and a former Klan leader. He
promotes anti-Semitic and white supremacist views through his website, as a writer of anti-Semitic
tracts, and, in recent years, as an international figure who has promoted his anti-Jewish ideology in
Europe and the Middle East, devoting particular attention to Russia and the Ukraine.



Mark Dankof has been a contributor to American Free Press, an anti-Semitic conspiracy-oriented
newspaper that promotes a variety of 9/11 conspiracy theories accusing Jews of perpetrating the
attacks. He also maintains a website called Mark Dankof's America which features articles blaming the
Israeli Mossad for the assassination of John F. Kennedy and maintaining that American foreign policy is
dictated by the "Israel lobby" and the Israeli government.



Gordon Duff is Senior Editor of the website Veterans Today, which promotes anti-Semitic conspiracy
theories, including claims that Israelis and Jewish members of the Bush administration carried out the
9/11 attacks as a "false flag" operation to provoke a war against Israel's enemies and that the "Israel
lobby" is ruthless and willing to commit mass murder to further its goal of acquiring power.



Peter Eyre is a conspiracy theorist who maintains a blog called Peter Eyre's Space where he discusses the
"news" not published in the "Zionist controlled media" and calls Jews "evil satanic Zionists" who have a
"Master Plan" to take over the Middle East.



Mark Glenn maintains an anti-Semitic conspiracy-oriented blog called "The Ugly Truth," and runs an
internet radio show on which he features numerous anti-Semitic hosts and guests. In a March 2012
Press TV appearance, Glenn compared the situation of the Palestinians to that of European Jews during
the Holocaust, saying that the Palestinians are "suffering the same thing and worse." In a 2006 blog
post, Glenn makes his anti-Semitism more than clear: "that Zionism is nobody's friend, that is obvious. It
is JUDAISM that is the real problem. J-U-D-A-I-S-M, the tree from which Zionism sprung forth, the
seedling that has brought the world to the brink of extinction. JUDAISM, the cancer that is eating the
body away and left it a skeletonized hull of what it once was. JUDAISM, the root of all mankind's present
evils..."



Mike Harris is a contributor to the anti-Semitic website Veterans Today and has ties to members of
the neo-Nazi National Socialist Movement (NSM), the country's largest neo-Nazi group. Harris was an
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associate of J.T. Ready, a former NSM member and an anti-immigrant activist who shot and killed five
people in May 2012 before killing himself. In Harris' conspiratorial writings, he claims Jews are behind a
number of American tragedies, such as the Tucson shooting of Congresswoman Giffords and 18 others,
the 9/11 attacks, and the Oklahoma City bombings. He has written that these supposed false flag
operations are part of a Jewish conspiracy to bring about a totalitarian state in America.


Bruce Katz is a co-president of Palestinian and Jewish Unity (PAJU), a Montreal-based group that calls
itself a "human rights organization that explicitly recognizes the right of the Palestinian people to
national existence." PAJU promotes boycott, divestment, and sanctions (BDS) against Israel and
characterizes Israel as a colonial and "apartheid" state. On a 2011 interview on Press TV, titled "Zionists
follow footsteps of Nazis," Katz accuses Netanyahu of using "essentially the same discourse" that was
put forward by Hitler.



Franklin Pierce Lamb is an American living in Beirut who appears frequently in left-wing and Muslim
media, offering viewpoints that, while ostensibly those of an expert, tend to be supportive of Hezbollah.
He has been known to make sensationalist claims, such as having access to a secret CIA report that
predicted Israel's demise within the next 20 years.



Joachim Martillo, presented as a "financial analyst" on Press TV, does not appear to have any credentials
to his name on this topic. Other than his Press TV appearances, he is not frequently cited, even by
conspiratorial publications. He does, however, maintain a social media presence where he denies the
Holocaust and promotes anti-Semitic theories.



Dieudonné M'Bala M'Bala is a French performer whose act routinely includes Holocaust denial, praise
for Adolf Hitler, Nazi salutes, slurs against the Talmud and other anti-Semitic language. In a 2010
interview on Press TV he claimed that Zionists "have organized all the wars and organized all the
disorders on this planet." His 2012 film L'Antisémite was banned from the Cannes film festival for
violating the festival's policy of not "threatening public order or insulting religious beliefs."



Imam Abdul Alim Musa is head of the Masjid Al Islam mosque in Washington, DC, and is affiliated with
the anti-Semitic Sabiqun movement. Alim Musa regularly appears at anti-Israel demonstrations in the
DC area and uses virulent anti-Semitic language to demonize Israel. Alim Musa is also an advocate for
an Islamic revolution in the U.S. In a 2010 Press TV appearance, Alim Musa claimed that the Israeli
Mossad and the U.S. government were behind 90 percent of the terror attacks in the U.S. and abroad
since the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, including the Christmas Day plot in 2009.



Allen Roland is a psychotherapist based in California who maintains a site called Allen L Roland's Weblog
where he promotes 9/11 conspiracy theories and extreme anti-Israel sentiment, such as comparing
Israelis to Nazis. In a 2011 Press TV interview, Roland played off anti-Semitic language, saying that the
American president is "a figure" who "answers to the financial elite and old world order which includes
AIPAC, the Israel Lobby" and that in American politics "the key player is Israel."
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Ismail Salami is a Veterans Today columnist who has written about the "smile of satisfaction that breaks
upon the ugly face of Zionism" because "Israel craves for more and Washington has no choice but to
cater to the wanton demands of a decadent colonizing regime."



Michael Santomauro is based in New York, where he runs a Holocaust denial book publishing company
named Theses and Dissertations Press. He is also active in promoting Holocaust denial and anti-Semitic
conspiracy theories on social media, such as his blog and Twitter feed.



Rodney Shakespeare is a visiting professor of "binary economics" at Trisakti University in Indonesia. His
anti-Semitic writings appear to be limited to Press TV.
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